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We consider the Radon transform R , a G 0, on the Laguerre hypergroupa
w wK s 0, q` =R. We characterize a space of infinitely differentiable and rapidly
decreasing functions together with their derivatives such that R is a bijectiona
from this space onto itself. We establish an inversion formula and a Plancherel
theorem for the operator R . Finally, by using the continuous wavelet transforma
on the Laguerre hypergroup K, we deduce another expression for the inverse Ry1a
of the operator R . Q 1997 Academic Pressa
INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the Radon transform on the Laguerre hypergroup,
 w x.which generalizes the Radon transform see 17, p. 384 of radial functions
 . n non the 2n q 1 -dimensional Heisenberg group H s C = R with the
multiplication law
X X X X X Xz , t . z , t s z q z , t q t y Im z z q ??? qz z . .  .  . .1 1 n n
 n. n  .  .The unitary group U C acts naturally on H via u. z, t s u. z, t , for
 n.  n. n u .u g U C , hence U C acts on functions F on H via F z, t s
  ..F u. z, t .
1 n. nLet L H be the space of integrable functions on H . It is well known
1  n.  1 n. u  n.4that the set L H s F g L H rF s F for all u g U C is ar ad
1 n. ncommutative subalgebra of L H and a radial function on H depends
2 2 n5 5 . 5 5 < < < <’only on z , t , where z s z q ??? q z is the usual norm on C1 n
 w x.see 3, pp. 76]78 .
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n wThe Radon transform R on the Heisenberg group H is defined in 17,
xp. 384 by
R F z , t s F z , t . j , 0 dj , 1 .  .  .  .  . .H
nC
where dj is the Lebesgue measure on C n ( R2 n.
This is a particular case of the Radon transform on a general nilpotent
w xLie group as defined in 4 .
 . 5 5 .When F is radial, i.e., F z, t s f z , t , where f is a function defined
w w  .on K s 0, q` =R the relation 1 becomes
n q`2p
ny1. 2 ny1R F z , t s T f y , 0 y dy , 2 .  .  .  .H  5 z 5 , t .n y 1 ! . 0
ny1.  .where T , x, t g K, are the generalized translation operators defined x, t .
for a G 0 by
1¡ 2p 2 2’f x q y q 2 xy cos u , s q t q xy sin u du ,H  /2p 0
if a s 0a . ~T f y , s s . x , t . a 2p 1 2 2’f x q y q 2 xyr cos u , s q t q xyr sin uH H  /
p 0 0
ay1¢ 2r 1 y r dr du , if a ) 0. .
For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, these operators can be
n  w x.derived from the ordinary convolution of radial functions on H see 16 .
1  n.  . 5 5 .More precisely, if F and G belong to L H such that F z, t s f z , tr ad
 . 5 5 .and G z, t s g z , t we have
F )G z , t s 2p ny1 T ny1. f y , s g y , ys dm y , s , .  .  .  .  .H  5 z 5 , t . ny1
K
z , t g Hn , .
where ) is the ordinary convolution product on Hn and dm denotesny1
the positive measure defined on K, for a G 0 by
1
2 aq1dm x , t s x dx dt. .a p G a q 1 .
1  n. 1  .Hence L H can be identified with the commutative algebra L Kr ad ny1
of integrable functions on K with respect to the measure dm and withny1
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convolution product ) defined by
f ) g x , t s T ny1. f y , s g y , ys dm y , s , x , t g K . .  .  .  .  .  .H  x , t . ny1
K
For general real a G 0, we provide K with a structure of the hyper-
group as
m)n f s T a . f y , s dm x , t dn y , s , .  .  .  .  .H  x , t .
K=K
m and n being bounded Radon measures on K.
For a G 0, the Radon transform R is defined on the hypergroup K bya
aq1 q`2p
a . 2 aq1R f x , t s T f y , 0 y dy. .  .Ha  x , t .G a q 1 . 0
 .For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, we find the transform 2 .
Some properties of the Radon transform on the Heisenberg group Hn
w xwere established by D. Geller and E. M. Stein 5, 6 . They essentially
 .n 2 n.proved that the operator ­r­ t R extends to the space L H of square
integrable functions on Hn and that
n
­ 2 n 2
25 5R F s 4p F . .  . L / 2­ t L
w xR. S. Strichartz 17, p. 385 observed that this formula yields the inversion
formula
n n1 ­ ­
y1R s R2 n  /  /­ t ­ t4p .
but he didn't specify the spaces on which this formula holds.
The purpose of this work is to establish for the Radon transform R , aa
being a nonnegative number, the following results
 .  .i We define and characterize a subspace, denoted S K , of the) , 2
space of infinitely differentiable and rapidly decreasing functions together
with all their derivatives on K, such that the operator R is a bijectiona
 .from S K onto itself.) , 2
 .ii We give the following inversion formula for R , when applied toa
 .the space S K) , 2
2 aq22p f s L R L R f , 3 .  .  .  .  .a a a a
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 .nwhere L is an integro-differential operator which coincides with ­r­ ta
for a s n y 1, n being a positive integer.
 .iii We establish a Plancherel formula for the operator R . Morea
 .y aq1.precisely, we show that the operator 2p L R extends to ana a
2  .isometric isomorphism from the space L K of square integrable func-a
tions on K with respect to the positive measure dm onto itself, and thata
 . 2  .the formula 3 holds on L K .a
 .  .  .Analogous results with i , ii , and iii for the classical Radon transform
n w x w xon R were proved by D. Ludwig 11 , S. Helgason 8 , and D. C. Solmon
w x13 .
We establish also in this paper a formula which gives the inverse of the
 .operator R when applied to the space S K , by using generalizeda ) , 2
w xwavelets on K which are defined and studied in 12 . This formula is better
 .than 3 because we have a large choice of generalized wavelets that we
can use in this formula.
I. LAGUERRE HYPERGROUP
Notations. We denote by
v w wK s 0, q` =R.
v
2 .C K the space of continuous functions on R , with compact) , c
support and even with respect to the first variable.
v  .M K the space of bounded Radon measures on K.b
v
p . w xL K , p g 1, q` , the space of measurable functions on K sucha
5 5that f - q`,a , p
where
1rp
p5 5 < < w wf s f x , t dm x , t , if p g 1, q` , .  .a , p H a
K
5 5 < <f s ess sup f x , t . .a , `
 .x , t gK
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 .  .  .DEFINITION I.1. Let f g C K . For all x, t and y, s in K, we put) , c
1¡ 2p 2 2’f x q y q 2 xy cos u , s q t q xy sin u du ,H  /2p 0
if a s 0a . ~T f y , s s . x , t . a 2p 1 2 2’f x q y q 2 xyr cos u , s q t q xyr sin uH H  /
p 0 0
ay1¢ 2r 1 y r dr du , if a ) 0. .
a .  .The operators T , x, t g K, are called generalized translation opera- x, t .
tors on K.
 .  . w xPROPOSITION I.1. i Let f be in C K , supported in yr, r =) , c
w x  . a .  .yr, r . Then for all x, t g K, the function T f belongs to C K and x, t . ) , c
w x w  .  .xis supported in x y r, x q r = yt y x y x x q r , yt q x q x x q r .
 . p . w x  .ii Let f be in L K , p g 1, q` . Then for all x, t g K, thea
a . p .function T f belongs to L K and satisfies x, t . a
5 a . 5 5 5T f F f .a , p a , p x , t .
 .DEFINITION I.2. The convolution product ) on M K is defined byb
m)n f s T a . f y , s dm x , t dn y , s . .  .  .  .  .H  x , t .
K=K
Moreover m)n s n )m, i.e., the convolution product is commutative.
 .  .PROPOSITION I.2. i Let n , n g M K such that n s f m and1 2 b 1 1 a
1  .  .  .n s f m , f and f being in L K . Then we ha¨e n )n s f ) f m ,2 2 a 1 2 a 1 2 1 2 a
 .where f ) f is the con¨olution product of f and f defined by1 2 1 2
f ) f x , t s T a . f y , s f y , ys dm y , s , x , t g K .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2  x , t . 1 2 a
K
I.1 .
 . 1  . p . w xii Let f g L K and f g L K , p g 1, q` . Then the function1 a 2 a
 .f ) f is defined almost e¨erywhere on K and satisfies1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5f ) f F f f . I.2 .a , p a , 1 a , p1 2 1 2
 . w xTHEOREM I.1. K, ), i is a hypergroup in the sense of Jewett 1, 9 , where
 .  .  .i denotes the in¨olution defined by i x, t s x, yt , for x, t g K.
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II. GENERALIZED FOURIER TRANSFORM ON THE
LAGUERRE HYPERGROUP
1. Laguerre Functions
We consider the following system of partial differential operators
­¡
D s1 ­ t~ II.1 .2 2­ 2a q 1 ­ ­
2 x wD s q q x , x , t g 0, q` =R, .¢ 2 2 2x ­ x­ x ­ t
where a is a nonnegative number.
For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, the operator D is the radial2
n  w x.part of the subLaplacian on the Heisenberg group H see 14 .
 .  .  .For all l, m g R = N and x, t g K, we put w x, t sl, m
il t a . < < 2 . a . w we L l x , where L is the Laguerre function defined on 0, q` bym m
a . . yx r2 a . . a . . a .L x s e L x rL 0 , L being the Laguerre polynomial ofm m m m
degree m and order a .
 .PROPOSITION II.1. For all l, m g R = N, the function w is thel, m
unique solution of the following system of partial differential operators
D u s ilu¡ 1
a q 1
< <D u s y4 l m q u;2~  /2
­ u
u 0, 0 s 1, 0, t s 0 for all t g R. .  .¢
­ x
 w x .See 3, p. 81 , when a s n y 1, n is a positive integer.
 .Remark II.1. i For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, the func-
tions
5 5z , t ª w z , t .  .l, m
  n..  n.are spherical functions of the Gelfand pair G, U C , where G s U C
n  n. n  w x.h H is the semi-direct product of U C by H see 3, p. 78 .
 .  .ii For general real a G 0, the functions w , l, m g R = N, arel, m
characters of the Laguerre hypergroup K.
 .PROPOSITION II.2. For all l, m g R = N, the function w satisfiesl, m
the product formula
w x , t w y , s s T a . w y , s , for all x , t and y , s in K . .  .  .  .  .l, m l , m  x , t . l , m
II.2 .
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w xProof. For a ) 0 and x, y g R, from 10, p. 537 we have
2a 2p 1a . 2 a . 2 a . 2 2L x L y s L x q y q 2 xyr cos c .  .  .H Hm m mp 0 0
=
ay12cos xyr sin c r 1 y r dr dc . II.3 .  .  .
We deduce the result from this formula.
w xFor a s 0 we obtain the result from 3, p. 79 .
 .COROLLARY II.1. For all l, m g R = N, the function w is infinitelyl, m
differentiable on R2, e¨en with respect to the first ¨ariable and satisfies
< <sup w x , t s 1. II.4 .  .l, m
 .x , t gK
 .Remark II.2. From the relation II.4 we deduce that
< a . <sup L x s 1, for all m g N. II.5 .  .m
xG0
Notation. We denote by
v
U  4R s R R 0 .
v
U U .F R = N the space of functions defined on R = N.
v
U .D and D the operators defined on F R = N byq y
D g l, m s g l, m q 1 y g l, m , .  .  .q
g l, m y g l, m y 1 , if m G 1 .  .
D g l, m s .y  g l, 0 , if m s 0. .
v
U .L and L the operators defined on F R = N by1 2
1
L g l, m s mD D g l, m q a q 1 D g l, m , .  .  .  . .1 q y q< <l
1
L g l, m s y a q m q 1 D g l, m q mD g l, m . .  .  .  . .2 q y2l
 . U  .PROPOSITION II.3. For all l, m g R = N and x, t g K, we ha¨e
yx 2w x , t s L w x , t , II.6 .  .  .l, m 1 l , m
­
it .w x , t s L q w x , t . II.7 .  .  .l, m 2 l , m /­l
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w xProof. For all m G 1, from 2, p. 190 we have
xLa . x s 2m q a q 1 La . x y m q 1 La . x .  .  .  .  .m m mq1
y m q a La . x , .  .my 1
d
a . a . a .x L x s mL x y m q a L x . .  .  .  .m m my1dx
We deduce the results from these identities.
 U .PROPOSITION II.4. Let f and g be in F R = N and satisfy
 . Ui For all l g R , there exist k g N and C ) 0 such that1, k , l
yk2 < <Sup 1 q m f l, m F C . .  . 1, k , l
mgN
 . Uii For all l g R and k g N, there exists C ) 0 such that2, k , l
k2 < <Sup 1 q m g l, m F C . .  . 2, k , l
mgN
Then for all l g RU , we ha¨e
q` q`




a . a .L 0 f l, m L g l, m q L 0 L f l, m g l, m .  .  .  .  .  . m 2 m 2
ms0 ms0
q` a q 1
a .s L 0 f l, m g l, m . II.9 .  .  .  . mlms0
Proof. This is a consequence of the identity
m q 1 La . 0 s m q a q 1 La . 0 . .  .  .  .mq 1 m
2. Generalized Fourier Transform on the Laguerre Hypergroup K
Notations. We denote by
v
2 .C# K the space of continuous functions f : R ª C, even with
respect to the first variable.
v
2 .S# K the space of functions f : R ª C, even with respect to the
first variable, C` on R2 and rapidly decreasing together with their deriva-
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tives, i.e., for all k, p, q g N we have
pqq­k2 2N f s Sup 1 q x q t f x , t - q`. .  .  .k , p , q p q 5­ x ­ t .x , t gK
 .Equipped with the topology defined by the semi-norms N , S# K is ak , p, q
Frechet space.Â
v
2 .D# K the space of functions f : R ª C, even with respect to the
first variable, C` on R2 and with compact support.
v  .S R = N the space of functions g : R = N ª C, such that
 .i For all m, p, q, r, s g N, the function
q s
a q 1 ­
p r< <l ª l l m q L L q g l, m .1 2 /  / /2 ­l
is bounded and continuous on R, C` on RU such that the left and the right
derivatives at zero exist.
 .ii For all k, p, q g N, we have
n g .k , p , q
q
­k2 2 ps Sup 1ql 1qm L L q g l, m -q`. .  . . 1 2 5 /U ­l .l , m gR =N
 .Equipped with the topology defined by the semi-norms n , S R = Nk , p, q
is a Frechet space.Â
v  .  .D R = N the subspace of S R = N consisting of functions g
satisfying
 .  .i There exists m g N such that g l, m s 0 for all l g R and0
m ) m .0
 .  . `ii For all m F m , the function l ª g l, m is C on R, with0
compact support and vanishes in a neighborhood of zero.
v
p . w xL R = N , p g 1, q` , the space of measurable functions g : Ra
5 5 p= N ª C, such that g - q`, whereLa
1rp
p
p5 5 < < w wg s g l, m dg l, m , if p g 1, q` , .  .L H aa
R=N
5 5 ` < <g s ess sup g l, m , .La
 .l , m gR=N
dg being the positive measure defined on R = N bya
q`
aq1a . < <g l, m dg l, m s L 0 g l, m l dl. .  .  .  .H Ha m
R=N Rms0
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DEFINITION II.1. The generalized Fourier transform F is defined on
1  .L K bya
F f l, m s w x , t f x , t dm x , t , l, m g R = N. .  .  .  .  .  .H yl , m a
K
1  .PROPOSITION II.5. Let f be in L K . Thena
 .  . .i For all m g N, the function l ª F f l, m is continuous on R.
 .  .ii The function F f is bounded on R = N and satisfies
5 5 ` 5 5F f F f . II.10 .  .L a , 1a
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary II.1.
 . 1  .PROPOSITION II.6. i For all f and g in L K we ha¨ea
F f ) g s F f F g . II.11 .  .  .  .
 . 1  .  .  .ii Let f g L K . Then for all x, t g K and l, m g R = N, wea
ha¨e
F T a . f l, m s w x , t F f l, m II.12 .  .  .  .  . . x , t . l , m
 .Proof. The results follow from the product formula II.2 and the
commutativity of the convolution product.
 .  .PROPOSITION II.7. Let f g C# K . Then f belongs to S# K if and
only if
 .  . p q . .i For all p, q g N, the function x, t ª D D f x, t is of class1 2
C 2 on R2.
 .ii For all p, q, k g N, we ha¨e
k2 2 p qÄ < <N f s Sup 1 q x q t D D f x , t - q`. .  .  . . 5k , p , q 1 2
 .x , t gK
Proof. We deduce the result from the following two lemmas
 .  .LEMMA II.1. Let f g S# K , then the function x , t ª
 . . .  .1rx ­ fr­ x x, t belongs to S# K .
 .  .  .LEMMA II.2. For all f in C# K satisfying the assumptions i and ii of
 .  . . 2Proposition II.7, the function x, t ª ­ fr­ x x, t is of class C on K and
­ f 1 2 aq1 2x , t s x D f xu, t u du, x , t g R , .  .  .H 3­ x 0
 .  2 2where D is the differential operator defined by D f x, t s D y x ­ r3 3 2
2 ..  .­ t f x, t .
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Proof. The operator D can be written in the form2
1 ­ ­ ­ 2
2 aq1 2D s x q x .2 2 aq1 2 /­ x ­ xx ­ t
We deduce the result by using the Taylor formula.
Remark II.3. Equipped with the topology defined by the semi-norms
Ä  .N , S# K is a Frechet space. This topology is equivalent to thatÂk , p, q
defined by the semi-norms N .k , p, q
 .PROPOSITION II.8. Let f be in S# K . Then
 .  .i For all l, m g R = N, we ha¨e
F D f l, m s ilF f l, m , II.13 .  .  .  .  .1
a q 1
< <F D f l, m s y4 l m q F f l, m . II.14 .  .  .  .  .2  /2
 .  . .ii For all m g N, the function l ª F f l, m is continuous and
bounded on R, C` on RU such that the left and the right deri¨ ati¨ es at zero
exist.
 .  . Uiii For all l, m g R = N, we ha¨e
F yx 2 f l, m s L F f l, m , II.15 .  .  .  . . 1
­
F yitf l, m s L q F f l, m . II.16 .  .  .  .  .2 /­l
 .  .Proof. From Proposition II.1 we deduce the relations II.13 and II.14 ,
 .  .and we obtain the relations II.15 and II.16 from Proposition II.3.
COROLLARY II.2. The generalized Fourier transform F is linear and
 .  .continuous from S# K into S R = N .
y1 1  .DEFINITION II.2. We define the operator F on L R = N bya
Fy1 g x , t s g l, m w x , t dg l, m , x , t g K . .  .  .  .  .  .H l, m a
R=N
1  . y1 .PROPOSITION II.9. For all g g L R = N , the function F g is con-a
tinuous on K and satisfies
5 y1 5 5 5 1F g F g . . a , ` La
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Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary II.1.
 .PROPOSITION II.10. Let g be in S R = N . Then
 .  .i For all x, t g K, we ha¨e
­
y1 y1yitF g x , t s F L q g x , t , II.17 .  .  .  .2 / /­l
yx 2Fy1 g x , t s Fy1 L g x , t . II.18 .  .  .  .  .1
 . y1 . 2 2ii The function F g is of class C on R , e¨en with respect to the
first ¨ariable and satisfies
D Fy1 g x , t s Fy1 ilg x , t , x , t g K , II.19 .  .  .  .  .  .1
a q 1
y1 y1 < <D F g x , t s F y4 l m q g x , t , x , t g K . .  .  .  .2  / /2
II.20 .
 .  .Proof. i Let g be in S R = N . For all m g N, we have
­
aq1< <g l, m w x , t l dl .  . .H l, m­lR
g l, m .
aq1< <s y a q 1 w x , t l dl .  .H l, mlR
­ g
aq1< <y l, m w x , t l dl. .  .H l, m­lR
 .  .From this equality together with II.7 and II.9 we deduce the identity
 .  .  .  .II.17 . The identity II.18 follows from the relations II.6 and II.8 .
 . w xii From 2, p. 189 , we have for all m G 1 and x G 0
d
a . aq1.L x s yL x . .  .m my1dx
 .By using the relation II.5 we deduce that there are two nonnegative
 .constants C and C such that for all l, m g R = N and x G 0 we1, a 2, a
have
d
a . 2< < < < < <L l x F C 1 q x 1 q l 1 q m , .  . .  .m 1, adx
2d 22a . 2< < < < < <L l x F C 1 q x 1 q l 1 q m . .  . .  .m 2, a2dx
 .  .Hence we obtain the relations II.19 and II.20 from Proposition II.1.
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LEMMA II.3. For all l g RU , the system
1r2aq1 a .< <2 l L 0 .m a . 2< <L l x .m 5 /G a q 1 .
mg N
2w w 2 aq1 .forms an orthonormal basis of the space L 0, q` , x dx of square
w w 2 aq1  wintegrable functions on 0, q` with respect to the measure x dx see 15,
x.p. 84 .
PROPOSITION II.11. The operator Fy1 is linear and continuous from
 .  .S R = N into S# K and we ha¨e
F Fy1 g s g , for all g g S R = N . II.21 .  .  . .
Proof. From Propositions II.7, II.9 and II.10 we deduce that the opera-
y1  .  .tor F is linear and continuous from S R = N into S# K .
Now by using the inversion formula for the classical Fourier transform
we obtain
q`1
aq1y1 yil t a . a . 2< < < <F g x , t e dt s p l L 0 g l, m L l x . .  .  .  .  .H m m2p R ms0
 .This gives the formula II.21 by virtue of Lemma II.3.
1  . 2  .PROPOSITION II.12. For all f g L K l L K , we ha¨e the Plancherela a
formula
5 5 5 5 2f s F f . II.22 .  .a , 2 La
1  . 2  .Proof. Let f be in L K l L K . By the Plancherel theorem for thea a
classical Fourier transform on R we get
2q`12 yil t 2 aq15 5f s f x , t e dt dl x dx. .a , 2 H H H2  /2p G a q 1 . 0 R R
II.23 .
 .The formula II.22 follows from this identity by using Lemma II.3.
THEOREM II.1. The generalized Fourier transform F is a topological
 .  . y1isomorphism from S# K onto S R = N . Its in¨erse is the operator F
gi¨ en in Definition II.2.
Proof. The results follow from Corollary II.2 and Propositions II.11 and
II.12.
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 .  . 2  .PROPOSITION II.13. i The space D R = N is dense in L R = N .a
 .  . 2  .ii The space S R = N is dense in L R = N .a
2  .Proof. Let g g L R = N . Then for any « ) 0, there exists m g Na 0
such that
< < 2g l, m dg l, m - «r2. .  .H a
R=N m0
 4where N s m q 1, m q 2, . . . .m 0 00
 4 `For all m g 0, . . . , m we choose a C -function G on R with compact0 m
support, vanishing in a neighborhood of zero and satisfying
< < 2 < < aq1 a .g l, m y G l l dl - «r2 m q 1 p L 0 . .  .  .  .H m 0 m
R
Let G be the function defined on R = N by
 4G l , if m g 0, . . . , m .m 0
G l, m s .  0, if m g N .m0
 .This function belongs to D R = N and we have
< < 2g l, m y G l, m dg l, m - « , .  .  .H a
R=N
 .  .which proves the assertion i . The assertion ii follows from the assertion
 .i .
From Theorem II.1 and Propositions II.12 and II.13 we deduce the
following theorem
 .THEOREM II.2 Plancherel Theorem for F . The generalized Fourier
2  . 2 transform F extends to an isometric isomorphism from L K onto L R =a a
.N .
2  .COROLLARY II.3. For all f and g in L K we ha¨e the following Parse¨ ala
formula for the generalized Fourier transform F
f x , t g x , t dm x , t s F f l, m F g l, m dg l, m . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Ha a
K R=N
II.24 .
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w xIn 12 , we establish the following inversion theorem for the generalized
Fourier transform
1  .  . 1  .THEOREM II.3. For all f in L K such that F f belongs to L R = N ,a a
we ha¨e the following in¨ersion formula
f x , t s Fy1 F f x , t , a.e. on K . .  .  . .
III. THE RADON TRANSFORM ON K
DEFINITION III.1. For a G 0, the Radon transform R on the Laguerrea
hypergroup K is defined by
aq1 q`2p
a . 2 aq1R f x , t s T f y , 0 y dy , f g S# K , .  .  .Ha  x , t .G a q 1 . 0
III.1 .
a .  .where the T , x, t g K, are the generalized translation operators given x, t .
in Definition I.1.
w xRemark III.1. In 17, p. 384 the Radon transform on the Heisenberg
group Hn is defined by
X X nR F z , t s F j q z , t y Im z z q ??? qz z dj , z , t g H , .  .  . . .H 1 1 n n
nC
where dj is the Lebesgue measure on C n ( R2 n.
 . 5 5 .If the function F is radial, i.e., F z, t s f z , t , then the function
 .R F is also radial and we have
5 5R F z , t s R f z , t . III.2 .  .  .  .  .ny1
 .PROPOSITION III.1. For all f g S# K , we ha¨e
2p aq1r2
R f x , t s .  .a G a q 1r2 .
=
q` q` ay1r22 2¨ y u .H H
0 u
= f ¨ , t q xu q f ¨ , t y xu ¨ d¨ du. III.3 4 .  .  .
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Proof. For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, we put
5 5 nF z , t s f z , t , z , t g H . .  .  .
 .Thus from the relation III.2 we find
R f x , t s R F xe , t , x , t g K , .  .  .  .  .ny1 1
 . nwhere e s 1, 0, . . . , 0 g C . It follows that1
q`
2 ny1R f x , t s f y , t q xy Re v ds v y dy , .  .  .  . .H Hny1 1 2 ny1
2ny10 S
III.4 .
2 ny1   . n < < 2 < < 2 4where S s v s v , . . . , v g C r v q ??? q v s 1 is the unit1 n 1 n
sphere in C n, and ds is the surface measure on S2 ny1.2 ny1
 .For n s 1 the relation III.4 can be written in the form
q` p
R f x , t s 2 f y , t q xy cos u du y dy. III.5 .  .  .  .H H0
0 0
Now let n G 2, then for any function G: S2 ny1 ª C, integrable with
respect to the measure s we have2 ny1
G v ds v .  .H 2 ny1
2ny1S
p 2 ny2s G cos u , sin u v ds v sin u du . .  .  . .H H 2 ny2
2ny20 S
Using this formula we get
ny1r2 q`2p
R f x , t s .  . Hny1 G n y 1r2 . 0
=
p  .2 ny1 2 ny1f y , t q xy cos u sin u du y dy. .  .H
0
III.6 .
 .For a s n y 1, n being a positive integer, we obtain the formula III.3
 .  .from the relations III.5 and III.6 by a change of variables. For general
real a G 0, we deduce this formula form the Carlson theorem by analytic
 w x.continuation see 18, p. 185 .
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 .IV. RANGE OF SOME SUBSPACE OF S# K BY THE
RADON TRANSFORM Ra
Notations. We denote by
v  .  .S# K the subspace of S# K , consisting of functions g which, 1
 4vanish together with all their derivatives on R = 0 .
v  .  .S# K the subspace of S# K , consisting of functions g such, 2
that
t k g x , t dt s 0, for all k g N and all x g R. .H
R
v
1  .F and F the operators defined on L K by1 2 a
F f x , l s f x , t eyi l t dt , x , l g K , .  .  .  .H1
R
2p aq1
yil t 2 aq1F f m , l s f x , t e j m x x dx dt , .  .  .  .H2 aG a q 1 . K
m , l g K , .
 .  . .a  .where j x s G a q 1 2rx J x , J being the Bessel function of firsta a a
kind and order a .
PROPOSITION IV.1. We ha¨e
S# K s f g S# K rF f g S# K 4 .  .  .  ., 2 1 , 1
s f g S# K rF f g S# K . 4 .  .  .2 , 1
Proof. The result is a consequence of the well-known properties of the
ordinary Fourier transform on R and the Fourier]Bessel transform see
w x.19, p. 148 .
 .PROPOSITION IV.2. For all f g S# K , we ha¨e
F R f x , l s F f xl, l , x , l g K . IV.1 .  .  .  .  .  .1 a 2
 .Proof. From the relation III.3 we obtain
aq1r2 q` q`2p ay1r22 2F R f x , l s ¨ y u f ¨ , t q xu .  .  .  .H HH1 a G a q 1r2 . 0 R u
qf ¨ , t y xu eyi l t¨ d¨ dt du. . . /
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By a change of variables, this formula becomes
F R f x , l .  .1 a
aq1r2 q`2p
s H
G a q 1r2 . 0
=
q` ay1r22 2 yil t2 ¨ y u f ¨ , t cos l xu e ¨ d¨ dt du .  .  .HH /
R u
4p aq1r2
yil ts f y , t e .H
G a q 1r2 . x w0, q` =R
=
y ay1r22 2y y u cos l xu du y dy dt . . .H /0
 .We deduce the relation IV.1 by using the Poisson integral representation
of the function j , given bya
r2.G a q 1 . ay1r2y2 a 2 2j rm s r r y x cos m x dx .  .  .Ha ’p .G a q 1r2 . 0
 w x.see 20
 .Remark IV.1. For positive integer a , the formula IV.1 is a special
w xcase of 3.6 in 4, pp. 429]430 .
 .LEMMA IV.1. Let f be in S# K . Then for all a g N and b g Z the, 1
functions f and f defined on R = RU by1 2
a bf m , l s ml l f ml, l , .  .  .1
am m
bf m , l s l f , l .2  /  /l l
are bounded and
lim f m , l s lim f m , l s 0, for all m g R. .  .1 2
lª0 lª0
Proof. For b nonnegative the result is obvious. For b negative, by using
the Taylor formula we obtain
1 1 yby1b ybl f m , l s 1 y t D f ml, lt dt , .  .  .H1 2yb y 1 ! . 0
1 m1 yby1b ybl f m , l s 1 y t D f , lt dt , .  .H2 2  /yb y 1 ! l . 0
 .where D is the partial differential operator given by D f m, l s2 2
 . .­ fr­l m, l .
We deduce the result from the preceding two identities.
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 . .  .LEMMA IV.2. The operator F defined by F f m, l s f ml, l , for
 . 2  . y1m, l g R , is a bijection from S# K onto itself. Its in¨erse F is gi¨ en, 1
by
m¡
g , l , if l / 0y1  /~F g m , l s l .  . ¢0, if l s 0.
 .Proof. For all f , g g S# K and p, q, r, s positive integers we have, 1
ap q r s b c dm l D D F f m , l s C ml l D D f ml, l , .  .  .  . .1 2 a ,b ,c ,d 1 2
finite
bgZ ; a ,c ,dgN
IV.2 .
am m
p q r s -1 b g dm l D D F g m , l s C l D D g , l , .  .  .1 2 a ,b ,g ,d 1 2 /  /l lfinite
bgZ ; a ,g ,dgN
IV.3 .
where C and C are constants and D is the partial differentiala,b,c,d a ,b ,g ,d 1
 .  . .operator given by D f m, l s ­ fr­m m, l .1
 .  .The result follows from the relations IV.2 and IV.3 by using Lemma
IV.1.
 .THEOREM IV.1. The Radon transform R is a bijection from S# Ka , 2
onto itself.
 .Proof. Let f be in S# K . By Proposition IV.2 we have, 2
F R f s F F f . .  . .  .1 a 2
From the second identity in Proposition IV.1 together with Lemma IV.2
  ..  .we deduce that F R f belongs to S# K . Since F is a bijection1 a , 1 1
 .  .  .from S# K onto itself it follows that R f belongs to S# K and thusa
 .to S# K by virtue of the first identity in Proposition IV.1. This proves, 2
  ..  .  .that R S# K ; S# K , and that for all f g S# K we havea , 2 , 2 , 2
R f s Fy1 (F( F f . .  . .a 1 2
From this relation together with Proposition IV.1, Lemma IV.2, and the
 .  .fact that the transform F respectively F is a bijection from S# K1 2 , 2
 .  .onto S# K , it follows that R is a bijection from S# K onto itself., 1 a , 2
Its inverse Ry1 is given bya
Ry1 g s Fy1 (Fy1 ( F f . .  . .a 2 1
This completes the proof of Theorem IV.1.
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V. INVERSION FORMULAS AND THE PLANCHEREL
THEOREM FOR THE OPERATOR Ra
 .Notation. For a G 0, we denote by L the operator defined on S# Ka
by
Daq1 f x , t , if a q 1 g 2N .2L f x , t s .a yaq1. I f x , t , otherwise, .
g  .  .where I is the operator defined on S# K for g g C R 2N q 1 by
G 1 y g r2 f x , u .  . .
gI f x , t s du. . Hg 1ygp 2 G gr2 < < . t y uR
 .For Re g F 0, this is interpreted as an analytic continuation.
 . g  .The space S# K is invariant under I and we have for all f g S# K, 2
g < <y2gF I f x , l s l F f x , l , x , l g K . V.1 .  .  .  .  .  .1 1
 w x .See 7, 8, p. 67 .
 .  .PROPOSITION V.1. Let f be in S# K . Then L R f belongs to, 2 a a
 .S# K and, 2
maq1F L R f l, m s 2p y1 F f l, m , l, m g R = N, .  .  .  .  .  .  .a a
V.2 .
where F is the generalized Fourier transform gi¨ en in Definition II.1.
 .Proof. Using the relation IV.1 we obtain
2p a
yil tF R f l, m s f y , t e .  .  .Ha 2 x w0, q` =RG a q 1 .
=
q`
a . 2 2 aq1 2 aq1< <L l x j l xy x dx y dy. . .H m a
0
w xNow from 3, p. 92 we have
q`1




aq1 a . 2 a . 2 2 aq1< < < < < < < <l L l x s j l xt L l t t dt. . .  .Hm a ma2 G a q 1 . 0
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It follows that
m aq1aq1< <l F R f l, m s y1 2p F f l, m , .  .  .  .  .  .a
l, m g RU = N. V.3 .  .
 .On the other hand, it is easy to see that for a q 1 g 2N and g g
 .S# K we have, 2
aq1 < < aq1F D g x , l s l F g x , l , x , l g K . .  .  .  . .1 2 1
 .From this equality together with the relation V.1 we deduce
< < aq1F L g x , l s l F g x , l , x , l g K . .  .  .  .  . .1 a 1
 .But for all h g S# K we have
q`1
a . 2 2 aq1< <F h l, m s F h x , l L l x x dx. .  .  .  .  .H 1 mp G a q 2 . 0
Then
< < aq1F L g l, m s l F g l, m , for all g g S# K . V.4 .  .  .  .  .  . .a , 2
 .  .We deduce the result from the relations V.3 and V.4 .
 .COROLLARY V.1. For all f in S# K we ha¨e, 2
L R f s R L f . V.5 .  .  .a a a a
 .Proof. Since S# K is invariant under L , then from the relations, 2 a
 .  .  .V.2 and V.4 , we have for all f g S# K, 2
< < aq1 < < aq1l F R L f l, m s l F L R f l, m .  .  .  . .  .a a a a
m aq1aq1< <s l y1 2p F f l, m . .  .  .  .
 .We deduce the formula V.5 by using the injectivity of the transform F on
 .S# K .
 .THEOREM V.1. For all f g S# K , we ha¨e the in¨ersion formulas, 2
 .2 2 aq1L R f s 2p f , V.6 .  .  .a a
 .2 2 aq1R L R f s 2p f , V.7 .  .  .a a a
 .2  .2where L R s L R L R and L s L L .a a a a a a a a a
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 .Proof. From the injectivity of the operator F on S# K we deduce the
 .  .  .formula V.6 . The formula V.7 follows from the relations V.5 and
 .V.6 .
Remark V.1. For positive integer a , Theorem V.1 is a special case of
w x4.1 and 4.2 in 4, pp. 436]437 .
 .PROPOSITION V.2. The operator L R is an isomorphism from S# Ka a , 2
onto itself. Moreo¨er, we ha¨e the Plancherel formula
 .y2 aq12 2< < < <f x , t dm x , t s 2p L R f x , t dm x , t , .  .  .  .  .H Ha a a a
K K
for f g S# K . V.8 .  ., 2
Proof. By virtue of Theorem V.1 we have
2L R f s f , for all f g S# K . .  .  .a a , 2
 .From this identity together with Theorem IV.1 and the fact that S# K, 2
is invariant under the operator L we deduce that L R is a bijectiona a a
 .from S# K onto itself and that, 2
y1L R s L R s R L . .a a a a a a
 .  .The formula V.8 follows from the relation V.2 by using the Plancherel
 .formula II.22 for the generalized Fourier transform F.
 . 2  .Using the density of S# K in the space L K , we deduce from, 2 a
Proposition V.2 the following theorem
 .THEOREM V.2 Plancherel Theorem for R . The operatora
 .y aq1. 2  .2p L R extends to an isometric isomorphism from L K ontoa a a
itself. Furthermore, we ha¨e
 .2 2 aq1 2L R f s 2p f , for all f g L K . .  .  .a a a
Remark V.2. For positive integer a , Theorem V.2 is a special case of
w xTheorem 3.16 in 4, p. 434 .
VI. INVERSION OF THE RADON TRANSFORM R BYa
USING GENERALIZED WAVELETS
In this section we define generalized wavelets and generalized continu-
ous wavelet transforms on the Laguerre hypergroup K and we establish an
inversion formula for these transforms. For other results on these trans-
w x .forms one can see 12 .
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As application of the generalized wavelets on K we establish a formula
which gives the inverse operator of the Radon transform R on thea
Laguerre hypergroup K.
2  .DEFINITION VI.1. Let g g L K . We say that g is a generalizeda
x wwavelet on K if there is a constant C g 0, q` such that for all m g Ng
and l g RU , we have
da2< <C s F g al, m . VI.1 .  .  .Hg < <aR
 .EXAMPLE. For l, m g R = N, we put
2a q 1 2 22 yl mqaq1.r2.u l, m s l m q e . .  /2
y1 .The function g s F u is a generalized wavelet on K.
2  .PROPOSITION VI.1. Let g g L K be a generalized wa¨elet on K. Thena
U  .  . . 2  .for all a g R , the function l, m ª F g al, m belongs to L R = Na
and we ha¨e
1r2
2 y1qa r2.< < < < 5 5F g al, m dg l, m s a g . VI.2 .  .  .  .H a , 2a /
R
 .Proof. By using a change of variables we deduce the identity VI.2
from the Plancherel Theorem II.2 for the generalized Fourier transform
F.
 .Remark VI.1. For all g g S# K we have
F g l, m s F g al, m , a.e. on R = N, VI.3 .  .  .  .  .a
where g is the function defined bya
1 x t
g x , t s g , , a.e. on K . .a aq2  /’ a< < < <a a
 .DEFINITION VI.2. Let g g S# K be a generalized wavelet on K. The
 .generalized continuous wavelet transform F is defined on S# K byg
F f a, x , t s f y , s g y , ys dm y , s , .  .  .  .  . . Hg a ,  y , t . a
K
a, x , t g RU = K , VI.4 .  . .
where
< <1qa r2 a .g y , s s a T g y , s , for y , s g K , .  .  .a ,  x , t .  x , t . a
T a . being the generalized translation operators given in Definition I.1. x, t .
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 .Remark VI.2. The relation VI.4 can also be written as
1qa r2< <F f a, x , t s a f ) g x , t , VI.5 .  .  .  . .  .g a
 .where ) is the convolution product given by the relation I.1 .
 .THEOREM VI.1. Let g g S# K be a generalized wa¨elet on K. For all f
 .in S# K , we ha¨e the following in¨ersion formula
1 da
f x , t s F f a, y , s g x , yt dm y , s , .  .  .  .  . .H g a ,  y , s. a aq3C < <aR=Kg
x , t g K . VI.6 .  .
 .Proof. From the Parseval formula II.24 for the Fourier transform F,
we deduce
F f a, y , s g x , yt dm y , s .  .  .  . .H g a ,  y , s. a
K
aq2 a .< <s a F f ) g l, m F T g yl, m dg l, m . .  .  . .  .H a  x , yt . a a
R=N
Now by Proposition II.6 we have
F f ) g l, m s F f l, m F g l, m , l, m g R = N, .  .  .  .  . . .a a
F T a . g yl, m s w x , yt F g yl, m , .  .  .  . . x , yt . a yl , m a
l, m g R = N. .
 .But for all l, m g R = N we have
F g l, m s F g yl, m and w x , yt s w x , t . .  .  .  .  . .a a yl , m l , m
It follows that
F f a, y , s g x , yt dm y , s .  .  .  . .H g a ,  y , s. a
K
< < aq2 < < 2s a F f l, m F g yl, m w x , t dg l, m . .  .  .  .  .  .H a l , m a
R=N
Integrating both sides of this equality over R with respect to the measure
< < aq3dar a we get
1 da
F f a, y , s g x , yt dm y , s .  .  .  . .H H g a ,  y , s. a aq3C < <aR Kg
s F f l, m w x , t dg l, m .  .  .  .H l, m a
R=N
s Fy1 F f x , t . .  . .
We deduce the result by using Theorem II.1.
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w x  .Remark VI.3. In 12 , we show that the inversion formula VI.6 holds
1  .  . 1  .almost everywhere on K for all f g L K such that F f g L R = N .a a
 . UPROPOSITION VI.2. Let f and g be in S# K , then for all a g R we, 2
ha¨e
L R g s L R g . VI.7 .  .  . .a a a a aa
Ä aq1 Ä< <F f s a F L f , VI.8 .  .  . .L  g .. g aa a a
Ä  .  .where F , h g S# K , denotes the transform defined on S# K byh
ÄF f x , t s f ) h x , t . .  .  . .h
Proof. From the first identity in Proposition II.6 we deduce that for all
a g RU we have
aq1Ä < <F F f s a F f F L g , VI.9 .  .  .  .L  g .. a aa a
ÄF F L f s F L f F g . VI.10 .  .  . . .g a a aa
 .   ..  .We obtain the formula VI.7 resp. VI.8 from the relations V.2 ,
 .   .  .  ..VI.3 resp. VI.9 , VI.10 , V.4 by using the injectivity of the general-
 .ized Fourier transform on S# K .
 .THEOREM VI.2. Let g g S# K be a generalized wa¨elet on K, then for, 2
 .all f g S# K , we ha¨e, 2
 .2 aq1ya r2 Ä< <a F R f x , t s 2p F f a, x , t , .  .  .  .  . . .L R L  g .. a ga a a a
a, x , t g RU = K . VI.11 .  . .
 .Proof. From the relation VI.8 , we deduce
Ä aq1 Ä U< <F R f s a F L R f , for all a g R . .  . .  .L R L  g .. a R L  g .. a aa a a a a a a
 .  .Applying the Fourier transform and using the identities V.7 and VI.9
we obtain
aq1Ä < <F F R f s a F L R f F L R g , .  .  . .  .  .L R L  g .. a a a a a aa a a a
for all a g RU .
 .  .From this equality together with VI.7 and V.2 we get
 .2 aq1 aq1Ä < <F F R f s 2p a F f F g . VI.12 .  .  .  . . .L R L  g .. a aa a a a
But from the first identity in Proposition II.6 we have
ÄF F f s F f F g . VI.13 .  .  . .g aa
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 .  .We obtain the result from the relations VI.12 and VI.13 by using the
 .injectivity of the generalized Fourier transform on S# K ., 2
 .  .From Theorems VI.1 and VI.2 we deduce the following theorem
which gives the expression of the inverse Ry1 of the operator R , bya a
means of the generalized wavelets.
 .THEOREM VI.3. Let g g S# K be a generalized wa¨elet on K. Then, 2
 .for all f in S# K we ha¨e, 2
y2 ay22p .y1 ÄR f x , t s F f y , s .  .  .  .Ha L R L  g ..a a a aC R=Kg
da
g x , yt dm y , s , x , t g K . .  .  .a ,  y , s. a 3a r2q1.< <a
 .Remark VI.4. The function L R L g is not necessarily a general-a a a
 .ized wavelet on the Laguerre hypergroup K. But, if we suppose that L ga
 .is a generalized wavelet together with g then by the relation V.2 the
 .function L R L g becomes also a generalizd wavelet.a a a
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